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ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes a Voltage lift cell based Z-Source fed modified Cascaded H-Bridge seven level Inverter (VL-Z-MCHB-MLI).This 

new topology is developedby integrating Voltage lift cell in Z-source cascaded multilevel inverter.This set up provides high boost 

than the existing Z-source cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter. The principle of operation of shoot through and non-shoot 

through states of the VL-Z-MCHB-MLI is presented in this paper. The Vrms and THD analysis of the seven level proposed topology 

is presented with simulated results using MATLAB/SIMULINK. This inverter is suitable for renewable energy power system and 

power conversion based application. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Multilevelinverter has emerged as standard power electronic converters in medium and high power as well 

as high quality demanding applications.The emergence of multilevel inverters provides solution for connecting 
single power semiconductor switch to medium voltage grids in the range of 4.16KV and above which is really 
hard [1-3].Multilevel inverter operates both with the lower and higher switching frequencies, draws current with 
low distortion and delivers low distortion output voltages, with low dv/dt.It generates smaller common mode 
voltages; thereby stresses in the motor bearings are reduced [4]. In comparison with the diode clamped and 
flying capacitor, cascade H-bridge has strong advantages for the power conditioning applications [5]. 

The main disadvantage of multilevel inverter is that, two switches of the same leg cannot be switched 
ONsimultaneously, which will leads to short circuit. The other disadvantage is that it has very narrow output 
voltage range. The above limitations are overcome by integrating Z-source with the multilevel inverter. Z-
source is the combination of two equal valued inductors with the two equal valued capacitors connected in X 
Shape. With the shoot -through state of the Z-source, both the lower and upper switch of the same leg can be 
simultaneously switched-on, thereby short circuit issue faced by multilevel inverter is solved.As Z-source 
possess both buck and boosting ability, thereby narrow output voltage problem of multilevel inverter also 
solved.Though the limitations of multi level inverter are overcome by Z-source multilevel inverter, this Z-source 
has certain limitations. In Z-source, an extra shoot through zero state is possible which results in the boost factor 
B for the dc link voltage by: 
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Where To is the shoot-through zero state and T is the switching cycle. 
It observed from (1) and (2), the Z-source can perform step-up dc-dc conversion from input voltage Vin to 

the dc link voltage Vdc, only  for the duty ratio in the range zero to maximum value of 0.5. 
But certain applications need high value of duty ratio D to have high boost factor B, which could be 

possible by large shoot through zero state. Consequently, the large value of D results in low value of Modulation 
index M is given in (3) and (4). 
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The low value of M leads to poor boosts inversion ability with high THD values and leads to degraded 

output performance. Thus the value of D sets serious limitation to Z source, for certain applications which 
require strong boost inversion abilities for low voltage energy sources like fuel cell, batteries and PV 
systems[6]. The solution to the above problem have been explored by applying advanced dc-dc conversion 
enhancement techniques like switched capacitor (SC), switched inductor (SL), hybrid SC/SL, voltage multiplier 
cells and voltage lift (VL) techniques [7-13]. 

In this paper, the limitation of Z-source has been overcome by utilizing VL techniques. By replacing either 
the top inductor arm or the bottom inductor arm of the Z-source with the voltage lift cell, which consists of three 
diodes and two inductors, a new topology called voltage lift cell based Z-source CHB MLI is derived, which is 
the focus of this paper. The high voltage conversion ratios are obtained with a very short shoot through zero 
state is required. This is beneficial in improving the output power quality of the main circuit [14]. 

This paper is organized as follows: Topology description is provided in section II. The control scheme 
details are presented in section III and its simulation details are discussed in section IV. Finally, section V 
concludes the topology justification of the voltage liftZ-source cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter. 

 
1. Topology description of VL-Z- source CHB MLI: 

The proposed seven level topology (Fig. 1) consists of three modules. All the three modules are 
symmetrical in nature. Each module consists of voltage source (Vin), input diode (Din), one voltage lift cell 
integrated in Z-source and multilevel inverteras shown in Fig.1.The Z-network consists of two equal valued 
capacitors, C1& C2 connected in X shape andVoltage lift cell is connected in the top arm of the Z network and 
the inductor L3 is connected in the bottom arm of the Z network. Voltage lift cell consists of capacitor C3,two 
diodes D1&D 2and the two inductors L1 and L2. 

The top voltage lift cell is developed by two series connected diode-inductor pair (D1L1 and D2L2).The two 
diode-inductor pair are connected to each other by the shunt connected capacitor C3as shown in the Fig..1. The 
role of voltage lift cell during switching action of main circuit is storing of energy and transfer of energy from 
the capacitor-inductor to the dc bus. 

Among the three modules of this seven level topology, the first module circuit explanation is given 
below.The rest two modules is similar to the first module and follows the same explanation. 

In the first module, One port of the Voltage lift cell integrated Z network is connected to the input Voltage 
source Vin1 through the diode Din1.The other port of the Z network is connected to the half H-bridge 
circuit1.The half H-bridge circuit1 consists of two switches Sa1 and Sa2 connected in series.The mid point of 
half H bridge circuit1 is connected to the top midpoint of the common full H-bridge. The bottom midpoint of the 
common full H-bridge is connected to the bottom point of the half H bridge circuit3 of the third module. The 
bottom point of the half H bridge circuit1 of the first module is connected to themidpoint of the half H bridge 
circuit2 of the second module.Similarly,the bottom point of the half H bridge circuit2 of the second module is 
connected to themidpoint of the half H bridge circuit3 of the third module. 
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of the proposed Topology 

 
The operating principles of the proposed topology are similar to those of classical Z-source impedance 

network. The operation can be easily understood by the shoot through state and non- shoot-through state. The 
equivalent circuit of the shoot-through state and non-shoot-through state is shown in Figure.2 and Figure.3. 

 
1.1. Shoot-through state: 

This state is similar to the additional zero state, produced by shoot-through action in classical Z source. 
During shoot-through zero state, input diode Din is OFF. D1 & D2 are ON. In the top voltage lift cell, the 
capacitor C3 the inductors L1&L 2are getting connected in parallel and charged from the diagonally connected 
capacitor C1. The bottom connected inductor arm L3 is getting charged from the parallel connected capacitor 
C2..The diagonal connected capacitors C1 and C2 are in discharge mode. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Equivalent diagram of the shoot through state 
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1.2. Non-shoot-through state: 
This state is similar to the six active states and two zero states of the classical z source. During this state, the 

input diode #(0 is ON. The D1 & D2 are OFF. In the top voltage lift cell, the capacitor C3,the inductors L1& L 2 
get connected in series and delivers energy to the main circuit. The bottom inductor arm delivers energy to the 
main circuit. In the same time, the Capacitor C1 is charged by Vin through bottom arm inductor. The capacitor C2 

is charged from Vin through the top voltage lift cell. 

 
Fig. 3: Equivalent diagram of the non-shoot- through state. 

 
Control strategy: 

In this paper, extended boost operation is obtained using the shoot-through state. PD-PWM technique with 
simple boost control is used to generate pulses for the proposed topology. During the shoot through period, in 
addition to the existing PWM technique an additional constant line called shoot through line, whose magnitude 
is greater than or equal to the reference wave is utilized to generate pulses with shoot-through. In this technique 
reference sine wave is compared with high frequency triangular carrier wave for generating PWM.Whenever the 
carrier wave is greater than the positive straight line or lowers than the negative straight line, the effect of shoot 
through mode is realized. 

For comparing the boost ability, the graph of the boost factor versus the duty cycle is shown in Fig. 4. The 
boost ability of the proposed VL-ZS-CHB-MLI is significantly high and its boost factor is higher than the 
classical Z-source impedance network. 

The Boost factor of this topology is given in (5) 
 

� = �
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Fig. 4: Comparison of Duty Cycle Vs Boost Factor for Z-CHB-MLI and VL-Z-CHB-MLI 
 
Figure.5. shows the graph of gain versus modulation index under the simple boost control, for VL-ZS-

CHB-MLI and the classical inverter. The limitation of maximum shoot through duty ratio of simple boost is (1-
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M), so it reaches zero when going to one[15]. It is observedthat, no voltage boosting is happening at M=1, but at 
M<1, gradually voltage boosting becomes stronger than that of ZS-CHB-MLI. During shoot through state,the 
value of duty ratio is limited by (1-M).It is also noted that for any given gain, a higher modulation index is 
available in the proposed inverter to have improved performance. The voltage gain is expressed in (6) 

 
< = �. �                (6) 

 
From the Figure.5, it is observed that for modulation index M=0.7, the corresponding gain for this topology 

is around 3.5 which is higher than the conventional one. 
 

 
Fig. 5: Comparison of Modulation Index Vs Gain for Z-CHB-MLI and VL-Z-CHB-MLI 

 
According to (3) Low modulation index will result in poor inversion ability, with high harmonic distortion 

values at the fundamental frequency. Therefore significant degradation occurs in the final ac output voltage 
performance. In Z-source multilevel inverter, to have an optimum design, the values of modulation index must 
be chosen, to be close to 1, and therefore the duty cycle has a small upper limit accordingly. Thus, the boost 
factor of Z-source network is usually restricted seriously by (1). The observation from Figure.5, clearly 
demonstrates that VL-Z-CHB-MLI has higher gain as well as, its corresponding modulation index has upper 
hand relatively closer to 1 when compared with the Z-CHB-MLI.Also by means of cascading the additional 
modules of H-bridge, the levels can be increased. The number of level is determined by the number of H-bridge 
Inverters and DC sources used[16]. 

 
Simulation Results: 

Simulation study using MATLAB software is carried for the proposed topology. The circuit parameters for 
simulation are as follows: L1 = L2 = L3 = 1 m H and C1= C2 = 1000µF. The Switching frequency is equal to 
>9 = 5 @AB  and the input voltage is C(0 = 100 V and RLoad = 50Ω. As shown in Figure.8, during the steady state, 
the dc-link voltage is boosted to 260V for the input dc voltage of 100V. The capacitor voltages VC1 & VC2 of C1 
and C2 respectively for the proposed topology are boosted to 260V and 260V approximately.The output voltage 
waveform and FFT plot of the proposed topology is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.  

 
Fig. 9: Output Voltage of the proposed Topology 
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Fig. 10:  FFT plot of the proposed topology 

 
Conclusion: 

The new proposedtopology presented in this paper provides better boosting ability over the conventional Z-
source inverter. It is concluded that this new proposed topology provides quality output waveform with reduced 
number of switches and lower THD. The proposed topology can be widely used in the distributed renewable 
energy systems and can also be applicable in all power conversion systems where higher boost capability is 
required. 
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